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By Taylor White

 Eric’s eyes grew wide and he backed against the closed door while one hand reached

behind for the handle.  “Hey...” he said, “take it easy...”
“No!” the woman wailed.  “He tried to kill me!  I don’t understand--he’s never done this

before!  He never gets mad wh-when he drinks!”
As the woman’s voice began to break and painful sobs escaped from her throat, Eric eased

up and moved closer to examine an open wine bottle and a single drinking glass on the nightstand. 
“He was drinking?”  The bottle was about halfway empty, and it hardly seemed enough to bring a
man to sudden bursts of homicidal behavior.  A loud crack interrupted his thoughts.

He whirled around with bottle in hand in time to see the frail woman hefting a chair for a
second strike against the window.  A small crack had formed from the first swing and grew with
repeated attempts, but the glass resisted the frail, quivering woman’s attempts to compensate its
integrity.  She wailed and brought the chair up for a third strike.

“What are you doing?!” Eric shouted.
“The w-window w-w-won’t open,” stuttered the woman in response.  “It’s lo-locked!  I have

to open it!”  Another strike caused the crack to grow and splinter, branching off into the rest of the
pane.

“Are you crazy? We’re on the third floor!”  He flinched as the wooden chair made contact
again, widening the cracks.  “We can’t get down from here through the window, unless you’re
planning to sprout wings and fly.  Just put the—”

A final heave blasted the glass into various bits and fragments, with a few sharp pieces
lingering on the frame.  After setting down the chair, the sobbing woman used it to boost herself up
onto the windowsill.  Eric called out to her and told her to stop her foolishness, but it was a moment
too late when he realized the gravity of the situation.

“NO!”
The woman had dropped from the window by the time Eric could dash over and reach her. 

It was not too late to grab her, however.  Suspended several stories above the ground, the woman
wailed and pounded her fists against the side of the building as Eric held her by the ankle with both
hands.  Broken glass from the frame dug into his arm, but he was not about to allow this woman to
fulfill her suicidal whims.  She was a small woman, but her weight nonetheless pressed her savior’s
arms into the jagged shards.

Gritting his teeth, Eric pressed a knee against the wall and tried to pull the woman up.  A
man of Eric’s size could have done so easily, but the pain was too much.  The glass pinched a nerve
and sent a shock through the man’s body that caused him--through no fault of his own--to release the
woman’s ankle.  Her screams echoed in the night as she fell, and Eric turned away before he could
witness her slam into a car below.

Eric cursed and squeezed his arm against his chest to staunch the bleeding and minimize the
pain.  He closed his eyes to block out the sights he had just seen, but the sounds of the woman’s
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suffering and death not only lingered in his mind but seemed to echo and howl in his ears as though
they were still happening.  It was too much.  Though still bleeding, he needed to leave the room
immediately before the phantom screams drove him mad.  Aside from that, time was wasting.  He
walked toward the door.

Something grabbed his leg in a fierce grip.  Eric screamed and stumbled to the floor, then
turned to see the previously deceased man, who bore a visage of unbelievable anger and growled
like a ferocious dog.  In a desperate bid to free himself, Eric used his free foot to bash his captor in
the face, over and over.  The first few kicks were enough to force the maniac to release his hold, and
the last few were just for good measure.  Eric scrambled to his feet and burst through the door.

Delirium led Eric down a random course through the halls until he reached the door to the
alternate stairwell.  He pushed himself against the door; the door retributively pushed back. 
Something on the other side barred the portal and destroyed any lingering hopes of leaving by way
of the stairs. 

By now, a bit of sense had reentered the man’s brain and he paused for only a moment to
gather his thoughts.  If he was at the east stairwell, then the elevator would be--

Voices stirred in the hallway.  These were neither the faint whispers of ghosts nor the
panicked cries of frightened patrons but instead the casual banter of two employees making rounds,
and they were growing closer.  This meant that it was time for Eric to hide, and fast.  He reached for
the nearest door and twisted the handle.  As expected, it was unlocked.

Inside, the room appeared to have once been inhabited, but there were no signs of life now. 
This room was lit, too--the backup lights for the rooms must have turned on minutes ago.  A
traveling bag sat near one of the beds, which was slightly disturbed and served as the resting place
for a rumpled pair of pants.  A bottle of wine stood tall on the nightstand along with a splendid glass,
which still held a shallow puddle of the sweet, red nectar. This appeared to be all that was left of the
beverage, as the bottle itself was as empty as the room.  The previous occupant was nowhere in
sight, but this fact was met with nothing but relief.

Eric grew ever more anxious as he realized his dire situation.  The stairwells were both
barred from the other side, and the halls were now being patrolled.  If he were to make his way to the
elevator--assuming that the elevator was the sole remaining mode of vertical transit through the
building--he would need to utilize the cover of darkness and stealth, and these were talents that a
salesman generally did not possess.  Eric was no exception.

In one moment, Eric saw something that could give him the advantage.  It was the handle of
a gun, peeking out from the pocket of the pants on the bed.  He dove for it and pulled it out, savoring
the immediate boost in confidence and machismo that arrives from possession of a deadly weapon. 
Of course, he had never used or even held a gun before, but it could not be too difficult to use, he
thought. 

There was no time to familiarize himself with the weapon.  A door slammed with explosive
clatter and Eric whirled around on his heels to face the new threat, pointing the barrel of the gun
towards the door with one hand on the grip and the other cupped below it, just like they do on TV. 
The man in the doorway appeared to be the room’s occupant--if his comfortably pantsless attire was
any indication--and he was pissed.  Granted, Eric had entered the room without invitation and stolen
the man’s gun, but the man’s face portrayed an anger induced not by any particular reason but by
mania.  He lunged, growling like a rabid dog.

Eric squeezed the trigger, but the stubborn thing refused to budge.  In a panic, he threw the
gun at his assailant and ducked, possibly to kiss his ass goodbye.  With his eyes closed, he heard a
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loud bang and was subsequently under the weight of a limp body.  Shuddering, he pushed the fresh
corpse away and jumped to his feet.  For reasons unknown to Eric, the gun had fired after being
thrown and the bullet had passed through the enraged, pantsless man’s head. 

With one more obstacle cleared, Eric dashed over toward the gun but halted at the sound of
pounding footsteps and shouting voices.  He ducked into the bathroom--from which the room’s
occupant had emerged--and hid behind the shower curtain.  Peeking out from behind the thick veil,
he witnessed two red-robed men barging into the room, both wielding tasers. 

“What the hell happened in here?” asked the first.
The second--who carried a briefcase at his side--knelt down and noticed the gun on the floor. 

“I think this guy had an accident.  Look.”
The first man tucked his taser into his robe.  “Well, there goes another one.  All right, this

floor is secure.  Come on.  The ritual will begin soon.”
The second man turned his eyes toward the bathroom.  Eric ducked.  “Hey, you go on ahead. 

I have to take a dump like you wouldn’t believe.”
“That’s gross.  There’s no time for that, anyway, so get your ass in gear.”
“We’ve got plenty of time, okay?  Don’t worry, I won’t be late.  Just five minutes, tops.”
“Fine,” said the first, growing more frustrated.  “I’ll take the relic, then.”
“No way!  He trusted me to carry it.”
“Fine!  But if you’re late... you don’t even want to think about what will happen.”
The front door clicked shut after the first man left.  His partner entered the bathroom...

#   #   #

Far beneath the hotel was a dark chamber, illuminated by torches hung along the walls and a
deep, burning pit in the center of the room.  Robed figures clothed in green stood in a tight crowd,
heads bowed in reverence before an altar at the far side of the room, while those clothed in red stood
in a line before the altar, staring into the crowd from behind their dark masks.  

Upon this altar stood a man in purple.  Weaved into his robe were intricate golden designs;
weathered animal skulls dangled from the billowing sleeves of his robe and around his neck.  His
aged, leathery face was calm, and he looked to the red-robed man standing to the side; this man held
a large, slowly emptying hourglass.

Along the wall near the arched doorway, dozens of men and women were bound and
chained, growling and gnashing their teeth at one another.  In the shadows lingered the howling
wisps of spirits and phantoms, reaching out to caress the cheeks of the chained ones.

The morbidly extravagant shaman at the altar raised his hands high and called out to the
crowd.  “My friends!  The night has finally arrived.  Cease your prayers and hear my words now,
while I impart my sacred wisdom unto you all.

“But first...  Where is the relic?”  This was directed at the red-robed figures before him.  The
men looked around hesitantly for an answer as the crowd began to whisper.  At that moment,
another robed man jogged down the stone stairway into the chamber, a briefcase in one hand. 

“Excellent,” spoke the shaman.  “Quickly, child, bring the relic to me.  Time is of the
essence.”

Glancing around at the dark environs, the man with the briefcase carried his parcel to its
recipient.  The men and women beneath the green robes stared at him, but he paid them no heed. 
Standing before the altar, he held up the briefcase and handed it delicately to the priest, who smiled a
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smile that was equal parts serene and menacing.
After setting the briefcase aside, the shaman turned his attention back to the congregation. 

“Now, my friends, listen well!  We gather here tonight in observance of His Dark Majesty’s infinite
power.  We have all drank of His blood--can you feel it swirling in your stomach?  At the time of the
darkest hour, I shall cast the relic into the pit and receive His blessing.  Then, His Lordship’s blood
shall grant us His power!

“The wretches you see behind you have drunk a diluted solution of His Majesty’s blood, and
its corruption seeps into their veins and reduces them to mere beasts.  At the ritual’s completion,
these creatures shall become dull and serve as our slaves as we prepare this world for His Majesty’s
arrival!”

The shaman turned to observe the flow of sand in the hourglass.  It had nearly emptied,
beckoning forth the ritual’s pinnacle.  “The time draws near, my brothers!  Pray now!  Pray for His
Lordship’s blessing!”  The cultists bowed their heads once more and began to pray feverishly in
unknown tongues.  “This is the time, my brothers!  Be free from the boundaries of mortality and
feast on His Majesty’s strength!  Give yourself to Him and become one in His dark embrace!”

As the sand had nearly emptied into the bottom of the glass, the shaman reached for the
briefcase.  The skulls on his robe clanged together as his body trembled in anticipation, and his
quivering hands fumbled with the locks.  The latches snapped open, and after raising the lid the
priest dipped his hands into the case and found several stacks of mundane, efficient manila folders.

“What?!” he cried, throwing folders into the air as he dug for the relic.  The
hourglass-keeper watched in trepidation.  The shaman turned to the relic-bearer and glared at him
with a gaze that could chisel stone.  “You fool!  Once the ritual has begun, it must be completed! 
His Majesty’s blood will corrode our flesh and damn us to suffering!

“Seize him!” the shaman ordered the red-robes standing below.  “Cast him into the fire! 
Perhaps his death shall appease His Lordship!”

In an instant, the red-robes descended upon the relic-bearer and dragged him toward the
inferno.  They tore off his mask; he writhed in their grip, but there was no way out for Eric Malkin
this time.

Screams arose from the congregation.  One by one, the followers of the dark order keeled
over and clutched their bellies as their stomachs began to dissolve.  The corrosive fluid that had
settled in their guts spread through their bodies, melting their flesh and boiling their organs. 

The red-robes released Eric as the poisonous drink tore them apart from the inside.  One
attempted to flee from the scene through the arched doorway, but he stopped once his legs had fallen
from his body and dissolved into a gooey mass on the stone floor.  A woman shrieked as she tore bits
of skin from her face before throwing herself into the raging fire.  Those chained to the wall suffered
the least, as the diluted concoction they had imbibed or been forced to imbibe merely polluted their
systems until what remained of their senses faded into oblivion.  The spirits lurking in the shadows
howled in unison with the tormented cultists, delighting in the suffering of mortals before dissipating
into the darkest shadows once more.

“Dark Father!” screamed the shaman as he writhed on the altar.  “Show mercy!  I am not the
one who has failed you!  Please!  Please!”  His demise was no less gruesome than the others’.  His
pleading lips peeled from his face, which burned away like paper held to a flame.

In mere minutes, the cultists and patrons of the hotel had all taken their final gasps of breath. 
Eric had watched the gruesome scene in its entirety, staring into the agonized, melting faces of
cultists until the only remains were piles of sticky robes in liquefied biomass.  The
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hourglass-keeper’s charge had fallen to the floor and shattered; his melted body coagulated around
the sand at his feet.  It was silent now, save for the crackling fires that still burned on the torches and
in the pit, which had been fed with the clothing of cultists looking to shorten their suffering.

Eric ran his fingers through his hair and wiped sweat from his brow.  It had gotten hot as
hell, real quick.  After throwing away the red robe, he began collecting scattered office folders and
placing them in their rightful container.

Another hotel served his needs that night, but he did not sleep.  Sitting in his rented room, he
stared at a small statue in his hands.  The bronze statue, depicting a corpulent man with a pig’s head,
stared back at him.  To believe that such an item could be used to control the powers of a god
seemed ludicrous, but after seeing what had happened to those who drank the odious liquid, he
wasn’t sure of anything he believed anymore.  Eventually, exhaustion took its toll and he slumbered
restlessly for several hours before resuming his business; the rest of his trip was uneventful.

The relic remained in his possession until the following summer.  One night, while on a
company-sponsored cruise, he sneaked away from a wild party to cast it into the ocean.  He had
never before felt so relieved as when he watched it sink into the deep blue, carrying with it his
memories of that dreadful night and the dark ceremony.  He then retired to his cabin to nurse a glass
of juice; he had given up all manner of alcoholic beverages months prior.
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